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ICRC RESPONSE TO COVID-19

NEAR AND MIDDLE EAST
APRIL 2021

A YEAR OF LOSS, DISRUPTION, SOLIDARITY AND HOPE
One year on since the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, this newsletter provides 
an overview of the ICRC response across the Near 
and Middle East and illustrates how, despite 
many additional challenges and restrictions, our 
teams have continued to support people affected 
by war and violence.

From visiting places of detention, to providing 
hygiene kits and public service information, to 
the provision of personal protective equipment 
(PPE) to frontline workers, the ICRC COVID-19 
response continues to adapt to the new realities 
of this global health emergency.

This year marks the second time that the 
holy month of Ramadan takes place amid the 
restrictions of lockdown.  Yet, despite the ongoing uncertainty, the roll-out of the 
vaccine has provided a glimmer of hope. We must continue to advocate for its equal 
distribution and ensure people and communities are not left behind. We are all in 
this together.

Ramadan Kareem!

How are Iraqis spending #Ramadan during the 
#COVID-19 crisis? Find out here: Link
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https://twitter.com/ICRC_IQ/status/1263357321939488768?s=20


LEBANON

Mafraq, Jordan. The ICRC distributes medical 
and hygiene items to the Directorate of Health 
to help them in their efforts to prevent the 
spread of COVID-19.  

We continued to support the Rafik Hariri 
University Hospital, the primary hospital 
responding to the crisis, and support families 
affected by the pandemic.  Our visits to 
places of detention and cooperation with the 
Lebanese Red Cross were also an important 
part of our response.  Read more about our 
response here:

Zoom in  to get a precise idea of what 
incredible work the teams have been 
undertaking throughout 2020

SUPPORT AND PROTECTION FOR AFFECTED COMMUNITIES
Throughout the pandemic, we have continually adapted the way we work to 
protect and support affected communities, adjusting our response to meet the 
needs arising because of the pandemic.   

Below are some highlights of our assistance work in the region:

Social distancing is a critical preventive measure for containing the spread of the COVID-19 
virus.  Here, during a distribution of relief items, in Ninawa, Iraq, our teams make sure everyone 
is complying with the safety measures. Watch more

IRAQ

In northern Iraq, our teams distributed food and hygiene items to families 
most affected by the COVID-19 curfews in Dohuk and Sulaymaniyah, and cash 
assistance in Ninawa. Our economic security specialist in Iraq explains more.

JORDAN
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https://twitter.com/CMartinICRC/status/1360164196856582146
https://twitter.com/ICRC_IQ/status/1284941366716440577?s=20
https://twitter.com/ICRC_IQ/status/1261313384890458120?s=20
https://twitter.com/ICRC_IQ/status/1262361791289610240?s=20
https://twitter.com/ICRC_IQ/status/1309812558711447552?s=20
https://www.facebook.com/815737448481744/posts/2942124119176389/?vh=e&d=n


SYRIA

In Syria, the ICRC’s largest humanitarian operation globally, we have been 
working together with the Syrian Arab Red Crescent (SARC) and the authorities on 
various fronts, such as community hygiene promotion and disinfection of public 
spaces.

With the support of the ICRC, the Syrian 
Arab Red Crescent disinfect the streets in 
Damascus and rural Damascus areas.
Link to Facebook post

To ensure access to water for students 

and enable them to wash their hands 

frequently, the ICRC and SARC installed 

water tanks in 25 schools in different 

neighborhoods in Hassakeh, northeast 

Syria.  
Link to Facebook post / Link to tweet

In northern Aleppo, the ICRC and SARC 
provided clean water to about 6,000 
people who returned to their homes in 
Handarat camp and the Bakara district. 
Here, 48 water tanks are filled daily to 
make sure residents in the region have 
water for drinking, washing and cooking. 
Link to Facebook post

In December, the ICRC and SARC 
distributed 46,500 hygiene kits to some 
of the most vulnerable people in Aleppo.
Link to tweet

In June 2020, the ICRC and SARC 
delivered two large tents, 80 hospital 
beds, a power generator, lamps and 
fans in the COVID-19 isolation center 
established in Al Hol camp, northeastern 
Syria.
Link to Tweet
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https://m.facebook.com/ICRCsy/posts/2531690977086008?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCKWi659Da-G7TBUlN9q7e-MZ8-4LT_tz0-2bn_iu817U_JyVlTIireKKAdmpmrcUlKU-od3Rgljxkjnm9qef8wSCNrA8aRT00BT5WiqJDpS8NldLv4wXbsU7yc02eKG2F5bxNsC_SsY11sP9A7D9fNSsphSwm64RFlQSQnUY_XjcQgGtSW9E-FW4xvVRNNcDJIWYYHb-YYL3upVv2KKDP72xhF9Bfr6_kYihnE3K75uRwkam1-K9kDULN2dZ94Hh6bl-7m499MvGadi0ZGVxrYDuYYH6pANZBIRQeule61Zv5vlmGe9nuGEXidC9khMo88PX2FzVb4soX7hqzBp8hc8ukh&__tn__=-R
https://m.facebook.com/ICRCsy/photos/a.1429508843970899/2783656445222792/?type=3&size=2048%2C1607&fbid=2783656445222792&source=12&player_origin=unknown&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCcx9-OvtSVMcY8qEBRZpQ_UDy1ZjtBS4EinZuo4GNPPuFHZIK17aEmOA0yNponNhbM3qFqsebuwRGVO_WQOcKj6J6S7lewQFqnNmJzc5moxVB-NKYhkmaAsDiFXlq-gkZ_sGKYAkGBkBd5TMdKep9qC03_p2ELy-hzhDUEVD6Oba6uxbx3dA5CuzcncHZh64Msg6vFzBwCOWhFycKKIBf9CUGrsKZYGTDrCESvKUoHJAHCCSrxWJykTcMmCtoT8Qyn1E5rXiLY6B6ZSjjKLdccVMF4HgH2Ae0-_vYmVUa-zU-Cjm0MbXs
https://twitter.com/ICRC_sy/status/1342820212169703432
https://www.facebook.com/ICRCsy/photos/a.1429508843970899/2545926452329127/
https://twitter.com/ICRC_sy/status/1339191389117149186/photo/1
https://twitter.com/ICRC_sy/status/1339191389117149186/photo/1


PROVIDING ASSISTANCE IN PLACES OF DETENTION 

Some preventive measures, such as social-distancing and frequent hand-washing, 
are a luxury in some situations such as displacement camps or places of deten-
tion. To avoid that they become hotspots of the pandemic, we have stepped up our 
assistance with hygiene and medical supplies (gloves, gowns and thermometers).

IRAQ

The director of Suse Federal Detention Facility 
in Iraq talks about prevention measures at the 
prison and how the ICRC assistance will help. 

SYRIA

In Syria, the ICRC donated personal protection and hygiene items to the main male and female 
central prisons in Damascus and Homs. Link to Facebook post (Arabic)

JORDAN 

In Jordan, the ICRC provides support to the authorities working to prevent the 
spread of  COVID-19 in prisons. 

As part of efforts to stop the spread of COVID-19, ICRC staff prepare to hand over hygiene items to 
one of the Correctional Centres in Amman, Jordan. 
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https://twitter.com/ICRC_IQ/status/1257278192630542336?s=20  
https://www.facebook.com/ICRCsy/photos/a.1429508843970899/2687379121517192/?type=3&__xts__%5b0%5d=68.ARCXvOKH2SJuaToupcyBtEzjD7jn0P28V_Ou-ATVQTdlFrgendj6TO6kn5sAWadObi65iulirIZ0IoF64Vc8SzSrKAPIJmAOKQI3E9PgQxH-P5BS0UR5gqxazSqfPRTzwNEDNxtBdc566YR37-Ig0S_lsYo-q6hmw6LYj0TV1pgrMySE9h0pEG7X6DzKW7FRhXrJh_p1_pNw4w-W2Hm_S2nBasOM-dUEDP6o0urHQAa86ywk3EFfqpu6ZqC_McvtSb1onaOk5Cyf9dLJ-j2tTKfX9XJ1bIjnZ93c_bYwg4W-EabLsA8_s1Y


WHEN HELPERS NEED HELP
COVID-19 has overwhelmed even some of the most advanced healthcare systems 
in the world, let alone hospitals in war zones.    
The Red Cross Red Crescent Movement, including the ICRC, have played a key role 
in ensuring medics, health workers, and volunteers are safely equipped to deal 
with the crisis, providing PPE items such as face shields, gloves and gowns. 

IRAQ

Our teams distributed large quantities of protective personal equipment to the 
central testing lab, the emergency services, health care centres and to COVID-19 
frontline hospitals across Iraq. This equipment protects health care personnel & 
help working to contain the spread of the virus.  

Watch as Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE) is delivered by the 
ICRC to hospitals across southern Iraq 
PPE distribution to COVID-19 hospitals 

In Aden, Yemen, ICRC physical 
rehabilitation centre started producing 
protective shields to increase the 
protection of the health care workers 
caring for COVID-19 patients.

YEMEN

The ICRC, YRCS and other Red Cross and Red Crescent National Societies have 
been responding to the pandemic across Yemen, by providing personal protective 
equipment (PPE), medical supplies, food, and hygiene materials on regular basis 
to hospitals and isolation centres.
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LEBANON

Through “help the helpers” 
programme, we included some 
mental health tips in the sketchbook 
which we shared online.

REGIONAL

Series of situational comics that push back against 
misinformation regarding the spread of COVID-19, 
through the use of the WHO myth busting information. 
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https://www.facebook.com/815737448481744/posts/2861438073911661/?d=n 
https://twitter.com/ICRC_IQ/status/1273642611534966787?s=20
https://twitter.com/ICRC_lb/status/1255447430193168384
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?vanity=ICRCarabic&set=a.2931019253603623


TACKLING STIGMA AND INTIMIDATION OF HEALTH WORKERS 
Due to the stigma against the COVID-19 patients in the region, a number of health 
care workers came under attack or suffered intimidation for just doing their jobs.  
The ICRC and the Red Cross Red Crescent Movement have engaged in advocacy 
and community engagement to ensure the role of health workers is understood 
and respected by communities. 

In Iraq, we conducted a 10-day online campaign to raise awareness of the ongo-
ing attacks against health care providers as well as a session with Iraqi journalists 
to sensitize them about the topic. We raised our voice along with the International 
Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement partners to condemn violence and acts of 
intimidation against health workers. Link

In partnership with the Iraqi Red Crescent Society, we launched a social media 
campaign to honor health care workers and encourage Iraqis to facilitate their 
work. 
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https://twitter.com/ICRC_IQ/status/1292439151065825281?s=20


Recognizing the courage and sacrifice of frontline health workers and 
volunteers

In Lebanon, we initiated a 
#ClapForOurHeroes.  We invited 
Lebanese people to express thanks 
to health care providers for their 
hard work. 

In solidarity with all frontline workers, Naseer Shamma, a famous Iraqi musician, dedi-
cated this musical piece to all health workers around the world and to the volunteers of the 
Red Cross and Red Crescent dealing with COVID-19. Enjoy the music! 

https://twitter.com/ICRC_lb/status/1240623265359560704
https://twitter.com/ICRC_IQ/status/1252680630481178624?s=20


STORIES FROM THE FIELD 
OCCUPIED PALESTINIAN TERRITORIES: THE IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON WOMEN
Since the beginning of 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic has taken its toll on peo-
ple and families worldwide. People living in the occupied Palestinian territories, 
already dealing with long-standing movement restrictions and economic hard-
ship, have faced challenges in overcoming additional obstacles and difficulties 
brought about by the pandemic. 

Aya – a COVID-19 Nurse
Aya, 28, is a nurse in the COVID-19 ward in Al-Maqassed 
Hospital in Jerusalem. During the peak of the pandemic, 
Aya, six-months pregnant, insisted on remaining on the 
frontline to help save the lives of COVID-19 patients, 
while risking her own health and that of her family and 
three children. The support Aya receives from her mother 
and sister is vital, especially when she works nights. They 
attend to her kids’ needs and make sure she can fulfil 
her duty as a nurse. “I constantly encourage Aya to con-
tinue working because without medical teams, families 
will suffer and might even lose their loved ones,” says 
Aya’s mother.

Ruba –Bakery Owner 
“At the beginning, I was criticised by my community for 
working in a bakery, an unusual job for a woman in Gaza. 
But later, people accepted me more and I was encouraged 
by those around me,” says Ruba, 48, the owner of a bak-
ery in Gaza City. Life has been hard on Ruba, particularly 
during the pandemic, given the significant rise in unem-
ployment in the Gaza Strip. To provide for her family, 
Ruba started her own bakery and now leads a team of 
men. She invites the women in her area to come work at 
her bakery. “I suffered from unemployment for a long 
time. I want to create job opportunities for other women 
like myself. With support and encouragement, women can work miracles,” says 
Ruba.

Nayfa & Fatma – Shepherdesses 
Fatma is one of three shepherdess sisters living in Kisan 
village, south of Bethlehem city. The three sisters and 
their mother own about 30 livestock, with which they 
earn a living. They do the grazing themselves.  Because 
of COVID-19, merchants are no longer able to come to 
the village to buy their homemade dairy products. Vets 
can’t come either. Rising to the challenge, the shep-
herdesses developed a system of shared responsibilities, 
where Fatma and her 90-year-old mother would head to 
the city-centre market to sell their products, while Nayfa 
would take care of the livestock and cook. “I can’t imagine how my life would look 
without the help of my mother and sisters. Without their support, life here would 
be unbearable,” says Nayfa.
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JORDAN – CASH ASSISTANCE, GETTING FAMILIES BACK ON THEIR FEET

COVID-19 restrictions have significantly restricted the possibility of daily workers 
to earn a living. Thanks to the ICRC’s cash assistance programme, women like 
Abla living in Jordan, can still make ends meet.  

YEMEN:   ABDUL - A STORY WITH A HAPPY ENDING

Abdul, 58, from the southern Abyan governorate, started to develop COVID-19 
symptoms and soon fell seriously ill.  As there was no well-equipped health facil-
ity in his village to treat COVID-19 symptoms, and he couldn’t afford a private 
hospital, he turned to the Red Cross Red Crescent for help.  He travelled to Aden, 
3 hours from his home, to the Red Cross COVID-19 Care Center where he was 
provided with free medical care, free meals and access to WiFi so he could stay in 
touch with his family. Abdul stayed in the Center for three days until he started 
to regain his strength. Before he went back home, he was informed about the best 
ways to protect himself, his family and his neighbours  from COVID-19 and given 
a hygiene kit. 

Please see more about Abdul here
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https://www.icrc.org/en/document/jordan-abla-icrcs-cash-support-has-come-right-time
https://twitter.com/ICRC_ye/status/1329484585458036737


BEYOND COVID-19: DAILY HUMANITARIAN OPERATIONS CONTINUE 
The COVID-19 response is only one part of the ICRC’s wide-ranging operations.  
Whilst the pandemic has dominated the headlines, it has not stopped wars, it 
has not stopped violations of IHL, it has not put an end to the immense needs of 
detainees, separated families, refugees and those displaced or stranded due to 
conflict and violence.  It has simply made an already terrible situation even worse.  
Against the backdrop of the pandemic, ICRC teams have continued with our daily 
work of assisting people affected by conflict and violence. 

One example was the repatriation of over 1000 detainees to their homes in Yemen 
and Saudi Arabia.  In October 2020, 1,056 former detainees returned home to 
Yemen and Saudi Arabia under the framework of the Stockholm Agreement and 
thanks to the logistical arrangement put in place by the ICRC. It was the largest 
such operation facilitated by the ICRC during a conflict in 70 years, and a particu-
larly challenging one logistically, due to, among other, the COVID-19 protective 
measures put in place. You can see the repatriation in photos here.

KUWAIT: HIGH-LEVEL POLICY DIALOGUE EXPLORES COVID-19 HUMANITARIAN 
CHALLENGE

The ICRC co-chaired the Third High Level Policy Dialogue with our strate-
gic partners, Kuwait’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Kuwait Red Crescent Society 
and Kuwait Fund for Arabic and Economic Development. The meeting discussed 
COVID-19 long term impact, exploring avenues of cooperation on sustainable 
responses to help affected persons. The event concluded with a joint statement 
and a press release.
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https://www.icrc.org/en/document/yemen-longest-journey-home
https://www.icrc.org/en/document/kuwait-third-high-level-policy-dialogue-joint-statement
https://www.icrc.org/en/document/kuwait-high-level-policy-dialogue-explores-covid-19-humanitarian-challenges#:~:text=The%20High%2DLevel%20Policy%20Dialogue,action%20as%20a%20public%20good.&text=The%20goal%20is%20to%20discuss,humanitarian%20needs%20of%20affected%20populations.


WORKING IN PARTNERSHIPS 
The COVID-19 pandemic is a global crisis that requires a global response and sol-
idarity across borders. Throughout the pandemic we have worked in partnership 
with other members of the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement 
and affected people as well as other individuals and authorities to counter the 
pandemic. 

Volunteers of the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement continued 
to support vulnerable communities, all the while contending with the impacts of 
the virus on their own lives and families. 

In June 2020, the Movement formulated 
concrete, practical and relevant 
recommendations for authorities and 
relevant stakeholders regarding COVID-
19 in the document titled “COVID-
19 and Emergency Response in the 
Middle East and North Africa: Policy 
Recommendations from the RCRC 
Movement.

In September 2020, in an effort to boost a health system devastated by war, the 
Red Cross and Red Crescent opened a free treatment centre for COVID-19 patients 
in Yemen, which has suffered from a high rate of death from a crippling first wave 
of COVID-19.

The 60-bed treatment centre in the southern city of Aden includes a X-ray room, 
high dependency unit, care wards, a triage area and a laboratory. Several tons 
of medical supplies and equipment were brought in under the supervision of an 
international medical team.

The ICRC-supported COVID-19 care 
centre in Aden, Yemen examined 
almost 1,800 people with COVID-19 
symptoms and admitted 286 between 
its opening in September 2020 and 
mid-April 2021.

In Eastern Ghouta, Syria over 200,000 
people in 12 locations can access water 
thanks to the ICRC and SARC water 
trucking. To limit the risk of COVID-19,  
SARC volunteers work around the clock to 
ensure regular disinfection of 225 water 
tanks every 24hrs. Link to Facebook post / 
Link to tweet
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https://www.facebook.com/ICRCsy/posts/2564072957181143?__xts__%5b0%5d=68.ARCzkBWAHWKrZBHW_jbX06mqC0K4VBv7Q5bbaAYNfS3oDygodaVNCWDtIE9J2cguLl5gqhwGI25U5BF6cPd_NLpXB8HCqv0NkIyW8cucmgJ_VwlpmKSLfZ0EIDboWwppVd_C7isoVwHZopYkaiux8IA1RtLaFpd347tToUw-yFe7J7ynU350kGdZIs0v6kltOdVJv2U7O3gM21ASaBM6a9wKw4skGVIqswziAKYCFIg0X0l9eBSoZg_Ju7RpQ8To-xem2Q2enz7sxLHJiwQOPKqGU-hH_i8thGG99pjCIfnPQeYeFRicgyU
https://twitter.com/ICRC_sy/status/1254797845338693637


In October 2020, the ICRC and the 
Egyptian Red Crescent Society (ERCS) 
distributed food and hygiene parcels 
to 1,500 vulnerable families in ten 
governorates across Egypt. 

In Iran, we donated funds and equipment to the Iranian Red Crescent Society for 
the purchase of on purchasing personal protective equipment (PPE), sanitizers, 
400 oxygen concentrators and food to mitigate the impact of the pandemic. 
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KEEPING COMMUNITIES SAFE: PREVENTION AND AWARENESS INITIATIVES 

Video l Washing your hands properly presented by an 
Iraqi doctor from one of the frontline hospitals.

One year after COVID-19 was declared a global pandemic, 
we shared four mistakes that many of us still make and 
which could increase the rate of infection. 

We worked with five renowned Islamic scholars (video 
in Arabic) to raise awareness of the COVID-19 and dis-
seminate information on how to deal with the pandemic 
and appropriately conduct burials.
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https://www.facebook.com/ICRCiq/videos/581723556109522
https://www.facebook.com/ICRCarabic/posts/3914591475246391
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=187527789548478
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=187527789548478
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In Aden, Yemen, we supported women 
with special needs to produce masks 
for their communities, and thus earn 
some income, while in Iraq one of the 
persons we supported helped us make 
this video  how to make a mask .

Having access to timely, reliable 
information is essential in times of 
pandemic. We joined forces with 
Bahrain Red Crescent Society and 
other members of the Red Cross and 
Red Crescent Movement to share 
reliable preventive messages and tips 
on how to cope with the pandemic. 

MYTH-BUSTING AND DISINFORMATION

For those who feel hesitant about the use of COVID-
19 vaccines, we provided some information on how 
they work, and asked for feedback:

In Lebanon, we shared myth busters with 
communities, explaining some of the most commong 
myths about the pandemic and disseminated the 
verified information. 

https://www.facebook.com/815737448481744/posts/2921047824617352/?vh=e&d=n
https://twitter.com/RCSBahrain/status/1265571402767351809
https://twitter.com/RCSBahrain/status/1265571402767351809
https://www.facebook.com/ICRCarabic/posts/3923121041060101
https://twitter.com/ICRC_lb/status/1244930461945692161


 facebook.com/icrc

 twitter.com/icrc

 instagram.com/icrc

The ICRC helps people around the world affected by armed conflict and other violence, doing 
everything it can to protect their lives and dignity and to relieve their suffering, often with its  
Red Cross and Red Crescent partners. The organization also seeks to prevent hardship by promoting 
and strengthening humanitarian law and championing universal humanitarian principles.
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A YEAR IN REVIEW
Find here a summary of what we were up to in Near and Middle East in the past 
year: 

EGYPT
COVID-19 response, Arabic
COVID- 19 response, English

IRAQ
Activity Report 2020, Arabic 
Activity Report 2020, English 
Facts and Figures 2020, Arabic 
Facts and Figures 2020, English 

SYRIA 
Facts and Figures 2020, Arabic
Facts and Figures 2020, English

IRAN 
Highlights of the past year, English
Highlights of the past year, Farsi

LEBANON
Beirut Blast Response, Arabic
Beirut Blast Response, English
COVID Response, Arabic
COVID Response, English

JORDAN
Facts and figures, Arabic
Facts and figures, English

One year on: stories of hardships, resilience and change in times of COVID-19       
- based on real-life experiences documented by the ICRC teams in the field, this 
report shows how the measures taken to contain the pandemic have affected 
the lives of individuals and communities caught up in conflict in Iraq, Yemen, 
and elsewhere. It also reflects on the lessons learnt, emerging good practice and 
strategies put forward by governments, humanitarian organizations and other 
stakeholders to mitigate the impact of pandemics on vulnerable communities.

YEMEN  
Annual report, Arabic
Annual report, English

https://www.facebook.com/ICRC/
https://twitter.com/icrc
https://www.instagram.com/icrc/
https://shop.icrc.org/
https://www.icrc.org/ar/document/مصر-استجابة-اللجنة-الدولية-للتصدي-لجائحة-كوفيد-19
https://www.icrc.org/en/document/egypt-icrcs-covid-19-response
https://collab.ext.icrc.org/sites/TS_BAG/OurDelegation/External Communication/Publications/ICRC_IQ_Activity_Report_2020_ARB_Opt.pdf
https://collab.ext.icrc.org/sites/TS_BAG/OurDelegation/External Communication/Publications/ICRC_IQ_Activity_Report_2020_ENG_Opt.pdf
https://collab.ext.icrc.org/sites/TS_BAG/OurDelegation/External Communication/Publications/ICRC_FnF_A4_2020_AR.pdf
https://collab.ext.icrc.org/sites/TS_BAG/OurDelegation/External Communication/Publications/ICRC_FnF_A4_2020_EN.pdf
https://www.icrc.org/ar/document/%D8%B3%D9%88%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%A9-%D8%AD%D9%82%D8%A7%D8%A6%D9%82-%D9%88%D8%A3%D8%B1%D9%82%D8%A7%D9%85-2020
https://www.icrc.org/en/document/syria-facts-figures-2020
http://ir.icrc.org/en/2021/03/what-we-did-in-the-previous-year/
http://ir.icrc.org/2021/03/3409/
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